Cosmological model based on metric of Fridmann-Robertson-Walker with permanent size and acceleration of time is considered in this paper. Problem of the dark matter is analyzed within this model .
It is supposed at present that the Universe was arisen about 1.5 × 10 10 years ago by means of the explosion of concentric mass of the matter from the dot, and a redshift of the spectra of the distant galaxies is caused by their motion after this explosion. At that same time, no one can be tell about it as a provable fact. There are not observations or experimental results at present providing that redshift is caused by Universe's extension.
Milne [1, 2] proposed other approaches to solution of cosmological problems. He supposed in theory with a cosmic scale of the time, that the redshift is caused because of acceleration of time, and, it means, that the time was delayed in the past. Elements of this model of Universe are in [3, 4] . Such approach is considered in present paper. Microvawe cosmic background and problem of the dark matter are investigated within this model.
If dinamic of gas is used to discription of the Universe, solution of Einstein's equation with cosmological constant Λ Ref. [2, 5] 
in spherical space is metric of Fridmann-Robertson-Walker [4] eq. (2) .
With coefficients corresponding to this metric , equations (1) reduce [5] to eq. (3),
where ρ is density, p is pressure, in homogeneous space. Quantity of a redshift will be approached below. It designate
where λ is the length of the wave in the point of the radiation , λ + dλ is length of wave in a point of observation. Equation of the geodesy line [5] for metric (2) have solution
Then following [5] we obtain eq. (4),
where R o , Q o are quantities of coefficients R, Q in moment of time t o of signal's receipt in point O; R i , Q i quantities of these coefficients in moment of time t i of light radiation in point O i . Both these points have fixed coordinates. Now the model of the Universe will be considered. Let's assume, that the size of the Universe is permanent : R = const , and distance R N to the most distant objects being observed at present time is such that R N ≪ R. In this case equations (3) are
Basing on the model of a Big Bang Gamov predicted Microvawe Cosmic Background (MCB). Temperature of MCB was predicted fairly exactly by principle of a hot model of the first period of the Universe's evolution [6, 7] . However, process of nuclear synthesis corresponding to the model of the expanding Universe may have been taken place if the size of the Universe is permanent. It is possible if the cooling of the light radiation takes place owing to acceleration of the time. It is insured from that the type of nuclear reaction is defined of the photons' energy. In this case correlation between the density of substance and radiation after recombination may have been same as in case of extension of the Universe, but photons' number of the MCB in the unit of the volume is being constant after recombination. Thus first moment of Universe's existence may have been not a Big Bang , but simultaneous origin of reducing blend of matter and radiation with high temperature in whole space of the Universe. Now trend of the time in this space-time will be considered. As ensured from (2), correlation between small interval of time dt i between events having taken place in point O i beginning since moment of time t i and interval of time dt o , in which they observed in point O beginning since moment of time t o , is
Having set
we obtain eq. (6) .
Now we define time τ io which ray of light must run from point O i to point O in system of coordinates (O, t * o ) eq. (7),
where t * io is the same interval of time in scale of the time that is coherent with metrics (2) . At that r io = cτ io , where r io is the distance between points O and O i . Now change of temperature of MCB T will be considered. It is back proportional to length of wave λ r of the fixed element of the MCB
We can write down eq. (8),
where λ or is length of wave of the element of the MCB at present , B is coefficient of the proportionality B ≈ 3K.
As ensured from (4) relative change of the length wave is (9) .
We define now the temperature of MCB in moment, when object in point O i seen with redshift δ radiated the light. Coefficient Q * i corresponding to the moment of the radiation is obtained by substituting (5), (6) in (9) and is in eq. (10).
The length of wave of the element of the MCB being considered in moment of time t * i is
Then eq. (8) can be rewritten as T = B (δ + 1) .
Thus, for example, temperature of MCB T ≈ 18K corresponds to meaning δ = 5. That signify also, that the recombination took place when δ ≈ 4000K/3K ≈ 1300.
We supposed that since some moment in early stage of Universe's evolution eq. (11),
where H is Hubble's constant, is true. And then integral (7) is transformed with consideration (10) to
We differentiate this equation :
and hence can write down dδ/ [H (δ + 1)] = dt * .
Having integrated this equation with consideration of initial conditions
Also , it is ensued from this equation and (2) , (5) , (10) , that coefficient Q (t) of metric (2) is
which correspond to theory of Milne with cosmic scale of time .
In considered above examples having been believed H ≈ 75 × 10 12 year −1 we obtain that quantity of redshift δ = 5 corresponds to time t * ≈ 2.4 × 10 10 year, and recombination took place about 10 11 years ago. We investigate now the problem of the dark matter. According to [7] , one of hypotheses accounting for its presence is existence of large amount of brown dwarfs, which are burnt down white dwarfs. Discrepancy between age of the Universe and the time necessary for the formation of the brown dwarfs was being considered as shortcoming of this hypothesis, since the time of the life of the white dwarfs is 10 10 years and more, according to estimation. Still if the time having passed from the beginning of the stars formation exceed by order 10 11 years, this contradiction takes off. Indeed, if we assume middle time to form multitude of visible stars as (6 − 10) × 10 9 years and the dark matter approximately as ten their masses, time to form the stars is (6 − 10) × 10 10 years with constant rate of stars' formation. That corresponds with the time to having passed after recombination obtained above.
At that the same time, there is not evidently that acceleration of time has been always linear in accordance with (11) .
The considering model explains homogeneity of MCB angular power spectrum , since it admits that the time of Universe's existence until recombination was being more than after its, and photons, in visible field, had interaction until recombination.
As known, the Universe can't be stationary [6] , since in this case neighboring galaxies should be attract each other. Still mutual attraction may be compensated by the moment in their relative movement.
Milne's theory with a cosmic scale of the time is the closest to this model. Yet, model of Milne supposes infinity and homogeneity of the Universe in time and in space.
This paper is not detailed description of the Universe with acceleration of time and permanent size, but it is show that this possibility can't be rejected at present.
